ABSTRACT. All Mackey functors over a finite group G are built up by short exact sequences from Mackey functors arising from modules over the integral group rings of appropriate subquotients W H of G. The equivariant cohomology theories with coefficients in Mackey functors arising from W H-modules admit particularly simple descriptions.
J2f b. The two functors have the same object function, denoted M, and M converts disjoint unions to direct sums. For a map a: S~T of G-sets, let a*: M(T)~M(S) and a*: M(S)~M(T) denote the contravariant and covariant values of M on morphisms; these are called restriction and transfer maps. It is required that a* 0 {3* = l5* 0 y* for pullback diagrams of finite G-sets P~S R~T .
P
There is a simpler notion of a (Bredon) coefficient system M, which is just a contravariant functor M: GY~J2f b that converts disjoint unions to direct sums. We have evident notions of morphisms of Mackey functors and of coefficient systems, and we let L [G] and~ [G] denote the respective categories. We obtain a functor L [G] ~~ [G] by forgetting transfer maps. Of course, both Mackey functors and coefficient systems are entirely determined by their behavior on the full subcategory G& c GY of orbits G/H. We let % [G] denote the category of left G-modules ( = Z We also construct functors e* and z* going in the opposite directions from e* and z* . By abuse of notation, we continue to write R for its composite with e* or with z* 0 e* and L for its composite with e* or with e* 0 z* . Mnemonically, Land R stand for left and right adjoints. Of course, the vertical arrows are the forgetful functors. We focus on the functors involving the bottom row; those involving the top row are similarjust forget about transfer maps. We treat the various functors separately, in their most natural contexts. 
%[G](LM, V)~~[G](M, RV) for a G-module V and a coefficient system M. This remains true on the level ofMackey functors, so that %[G](LM, V)~~[G](M, RV)~L[G](M, RV) for a G-module V and a Mackey functor M.
Proof. Let 7(;: G/ e~G/ H be the natural quotient map. The image of 7(;*:
M(G/H)~M(G/e) lies in M(G/e)H, so we have a natural map 11: MR
LM; 11 and the identity e: LR V~V give the unit and the counit of the adjunction. On general G-sets S, 11: M~RLM admits the description l1(m)a = a*(m) for m E M(S). The verification that 11 commutes with transfer maps when M is a Mackey functor amounts to an observation about the structure of the pullback of a G-map r: G~T along a G-map a: S~T . 
Proposition 6. The functors ' * and ,* are left and right adjoint, Returning to our initial situation with H, N H, W H ,and G, we have the following adjunctions on the coefficient system level:
%[WH](LM, V)~g[WH](M,RV), g[WH](e*M, M')~g[NH](M,e*M') , g[NH](,*M, M')~g[G](M, ,*M').
All of the functors in sight are also defined on the Mackey functor level, where the first and third adjunctions remain valid but where the second adjunction must be weakened to
L[WH](e*M, M')~HL[NH](M, e*M').

If HL[G] is the full subcategory of L[G] consisting of those Mackey functors M whose transfer maps a*: M(GjJ) -+ M(GjL) associated to G-maps
a: GjJ -+ GjL with J 1J Hand L ::) H are zero, then ' * carries HL [G] to HL [NH] . We summarize matters in the following proposition. Remember that we have agreed to write
R: Y[WH] -+ L[G] and L: L[G] -+ Y[WH]
for the composite functors ,*e.R and Le*,*. Fora WH-module V, (RV)(GjH) = V and (RV)(GjJ) = 0 unless H is conjugate to a subgroup of J. For a
G-Mackey functor M, LM = M(GjH).
Proposition 7. On the level ofcoefficient systems, the functors Land R are left and right adjoint, so that %[WH](LM, V)~~[G](M, RV) for a WH-module V and a G-coefficient system M. The counit e: LRV = (RV)(GIH)~V of the adjunction is an isomorphism. On the level ofMackey functors, there is a restricted adjunction Y[WH](LM, V)~HL[G](M, RV).
In particular, if M E HL[ G], then the identity map of M( GIH) extends uniquely to a map ofMackey functors 11: M~R(M(GIH)).
Tracing through the definitions, we see that, for a G-set S, (RV)(S) = 
Proposition 8. If a Mackey functor N satisfies N(GI J) = 0 for all proper subgroups J of H, then A(G) acts through f!JH on N( GI H). If N = RV for a WH-module V, then A(G) acts through f!JH on N(S) for allfinite G-sets s.
Proof. A(G) acts on N(GIH) through the restriction r: A(G)~A(H)
,
N(S)~N(GIK x S)~N(S)
is multiplication by the cardinality of (GI K)H for any KeG. To see this, let The coefficient system level adjunction of Proposition 7 leads to a simple algebraic description of Bredon cohomology with coefficients in RV.
Proposition 9. Let X be a G -CW complex. For a WH-module V, the Bredon cohomology H'G(X; RV) is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of the cochain complex HomWH(C*(XH) , V). It is therefore also isomorphic to the Bredon cohomology HWH(XH; RV).
Proof. The cellular chain complex C *(X) in the Abelian category of coefficient systems is specified on orbits by C *(X)(G/H) = C*(XH). In Horn notation, the adjunction of Proposition 7 specializes to give an isomorphism of cochain complexes
HomWH(C*(X H ) , V)~Homg[G](C *(X), RV).
By definition, the cohomology of the right-hand side, and thus of the left-hand side, is the Bredon cohomology H'G(X; RV , 0) . The G-spectrum generated by this N H -spectrum is defined by applying the functor FNH[G,?) of [4,11.4.1] and is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(l*e*RV, 0). The conclusion follows from the general change of groups isomorphisms of [4, 11.4.3, 11 .9.2, 11.9.5].
We should also record the rather standard fact that Proposition 9 implies the presence of a well-behaved transfer homomorphism. Finally, the following result and its proof describe how to construct arbitrary Mackey functors out of the Mackey functors RV.
